Studies on New Year Pictures in China
edited by Jacqueline Nivard

Studies on New Year Pictures in China
James Flath’s research and nianhua used during the Spring Festival.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/8582

Industrial upgrading and urbanization
edited by Monique Abud

A conference on industrial upgrading and urbanization will be held in Stockholm on 28-29 August 2014 by the Stockholm China Economic Research Institute at Stockholm School of Economics, jointly organised by the National School of Development at Peking University.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/8448

Shopping in an urban village
written by Miguel Elosua

Shopping in an urban village
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/8570
春节快乐!
written by François Gipouloux

Best wishes from François Gipouloux and the UrbaChina team.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/8556

Thirty years of school reform in China
edited by Monique Abud

Paper by Charlotte Sanford Mason, on the occasion of the thirtieth anniversary of Deng Xiaoping's "Three Fors", that launched educational reform in China.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/8526

Urban competitiveness and innovation
edited by Jacqueline Nivard

http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/8486

Workshop on regional, urban, and spatial economics in China
edited by Chi-Han Ai

Workshop organised by China Center for Economic Studies, Fudan University.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/8515

Financing Chinese cities
written by Sebastien Goulard

An introduction to Chinese' cities financing
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/8489
Funded under the European Commission’s Seventh Framework Programme, **UrbaChina** is a collaborative project managed by a consortium of 11 leading Chinese and European research institutions. **UrbaChina** analyses China’s urbanisation trends for the next 40 years and define possible future scenarios with reference to concepts of sustainability.
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- Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
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